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GENERAL NOTE

What is the first progress report?

Within 30 days from the release of the Better Work assessment report, the fac-
tory will release a progress report to buyers, known as “Progress Report One” 
(PR1). Progress Report One includes the Improvement Plan, which features an 
overview of the initial progress made on issues identified during self-diagnosis 
and the assessment. The factory will also indicate in the report how it plans 
to continue making progress, improve workplace cooperation and strengthen 
internal management systems.

Factories are responsible for preparing PR1 through the online supplier portal, 
which can be accessed at http://portal.betterwork.org/. Although an Enter-
prise Advisor (EA) will offer guidance to the factory on completing the report, 
it will not contain any recommendations from Better Work. The only report 
content Better Work will verify relates to publicly-reported non-compliances*, 
which the factory states have been fully rectified. This is done to provide our 
buyer partners and participants with the assurance they need, as well as to 
give you and your colleagues clarity on the key issues where improvements are 
still needed.

Why is self-reporting important?

Self-reporting is key to building factory capacity and accountability. It may, 
however, take time for some factories to develop the skills and confidence 
to do this well. Buyers are being asked to support factories as they make this 
transition.

After releasing the progress report

 ◆ Continue the improvement process by working with the bipartite commit-
tee to address key issues for your factory.

 ◆ Indicate to buyers that you will be providing regular updates by keeping 
the Improvement Plan updated with technical support from Better Work, 
as needed. Realized improvements will be validated through the second 
progress report, which will be completed by the assigned EA.

How should a factory develop the first progress report?

 ◆ Involve the bipartite committee in the process of developing the first 
progress report. Ensure that the functioning and activities of the bipartite 
committee is well reflected in the report.

 ◆ Make sure to provide an accurate picture of your level of progress. Avoid 
painting an unrealistic picture, as this will contrast with the second prog-
ress report issued by Better Work later in the service cycle.

 ◆ Use the first progress report as an opportunity to describe the improve-
ment process in your factory. Provide an appropriate level of detail as to 
demonstrate to buyers that you are taking the improvement process and 
self-reporting process seriously. Do not just tick the appropriate boxes in 
the online portal; use the comment fields to provide additional informa-
tion to demonstrate your efforts and results.

 ◆ If the worker-management committee is not functional or engaged in the 
improvement process, please indicate which actions are planned to reme-
diate the situation.

 ◆ Describe the steps that have been – and will be – taken to strengthen your 
management systems.

 ◆ Identify learning opportunities for your factory and state in the progress 
report which Better Work trainings and or learning seminars your staff will 
attend. You should also include any training or learning efforts undertaken 
internally by the factory or through other external service providers.

 ◆ Share a draft of the report with your designated advisor to obtain inputs 
and suggestions. Please note that Better Work will not edit your progress 
report.

 ◆ The progress report should be issued to buyers within 30 days of the 
release date of the assessment report. The assigned EA can advise you on 
the exact reporting timeline applicable to your factory.

Progress Report one 
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process, please refer to our guidelines on the Online Improvement Plan
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Guidelines

Factories can access the first progress report by logging into their respective 
account through the following link:

http://portal.betterwork.org/

1    The first page of the published PR1 comprises of Enterprise Data. This 
information can be updated by the factory through the online portal 
under: My Organization > Edit Organization.

2    You should ensure that all the information in this page is up to date, 
including the following:

 ◆ Organizational Profile:

• Factory address

• Contact name, number and email

 ◆ Ownership information

• Total number of male and female employees

• Customer information

This information can also be updated at a later stage. If you have any ques-
tions regarding any of these points, please do not hesitate to ask your Better 
Work contact person for the needed information.

Progress report one 
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Guidelines 

The first progress report can be created as follows:

3    Go to: Advisory & Training > Progress Report

4    Click ‘New’

5    Open dropdown list/calendar and select accordingly:

 ◆ Cycle: the latest cycle based on the most recent date of assessment.

 ◆ Report Date: the day the report was created or when you first started 
working on the progress report.

 ◆ Click ‘Create’

Progress report one 
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Guidelines 

Once a progress report has been created, it can be regularly accessed by the 
factory through the online portal under the ‘Progress Report’ section.

Please note that only reports in Draft mode can be revised at any time. Once a 
draft has been submitted and approved by the EA, no further changes can be 
made to the PDF version of the Improvement Plan attached to the finalized 
PR1 annex.

6    Status: Draft- Report can be edited. To edit: Select draft PR1 > Click 
‘Edit’.

7    Status: Submitted- Report cannot be edited and will only be avail-
able for viewing/download. Once submitted, the assigned Better Work 
EA can review the PR1, approve the report or send it back for further 
modifications. To submit: Select the draft version of the PR1 > Click 
‘Submit’.

 ◆ If the submitted draft is sent back for further modifications, you can edit 
the existing draft, as required.

 ◆ Once a report has been finalized, it is not possible to make further chang-
es to the progress report. If you would still like to make changes after final-
izing the report, you will have to create a new progress report and restart 
the process.

Factories are encouraged to submit the first progress report through the portal 
within 30 days of the release date of the Better Work assessment report.

If the first progress report is not uploaded after 5 months and 14 days from the 
start of the cycle, your buyers will receive a system notification regarding the 
reporting status. Factories also receive a system notification after 5 months 
(minus 3 days) in case of a pending report.

Progress report one 
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The first part of the PR1 is the ‘Overview’ section.

8    These numbers will be auto-generated by the online system based on 
the assessment report released by Better Work.

 ◆ Issue(s) put forward by the factory during the advisory process: This 
number will be based on the number of new non-compliance issues 
added to the Improvement Plan in addition to the assessment findings. 
Information on how to create additional non-compliance issues is further 
explained under the Improvement Plan section of the guidelines (See 
Page 13).

 ◆ Issues marked as ‘Completed’: Please note that only the Better Work EAs 
can verify a non-compliance issue and update its status to ‘Completed’.

Under comments, you could describe the improvement process since the start 
of the cycle. In case the self-diagnostic process could not be (fully) conducted, 
you could add an explanation here. Please do not list the identified issues for 
improvement – the full list will be available in the improvement plan which is 
attached to the report.

9    Click ‘Next’ to move on to the following section.

10    Q1- Only tick points that are relevant to the factory. Under the com-
ments section, you could add information significant to the improve-
ment process in the initial phase of the service cycle and/or to explain 
why some of the points under Q1 have not been applied by the factory 
at the time of releasing PR1.

11    Please make sure that you click “Save to Draft” to save your data 
when you are done with the report. When you click “Close” your 
changes will not automatically be saved.

12    This is a quick-access drop down menu to navigate between the 
different sections of the PR1. As long as all the entered data has been 
“Saved to Draft”, you could easily access any of the sections using the 
drop-down menu for further revisions.

Guidelines Progress report one 
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The second part of PR1 focuses on Social Dialogue indicators. This is a key 
component of Better Work’s Differentiation Process. The Social Dialogue 
section in PR1 only refers to the PICC, LKSP or PC committee not the OSH 
Committee. There are specific requirements to evaluate this section of the 
report. You may ask your EA to share these guidelines, which are also available 
in the local language.

In most cases, the comments section can be used to elaborate on the ques-
tion unless otherwise stated.

13    Q1 - Please select either ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ as appropriate. For example:

Q1: If selected ‘No’, under the comments section you could include details on 
whether the factory has any alternative channels for maintaining communi-
cation between workers and management at the workplace.

14    Q2 - Tick the appropriate box/es. In the comments section, you could 
add more information regarding the selected options. For example, if 
you ticked the second option ‘The bipartite committee has stopped 
functioning’, under comments you can explain why this is the case, 
the last meeting date and whether there are any plans to address the 
situation.

15    Q3- Tick the appropriate box/es.

 ◆ Under comments indicate the date (dd-mm-yyyy) of the election or when 
the members were selected.

 ◆ In case of an election, you could state whether the election was conducted 
according to the local law and/or BW guidelines.

 ◆ If worker representatives were selected by management or the union, you 
should also explain why this method of establishing the committee was 
chosen over the election process.

 ◆ In some cases, it is possible that the bipartite committee was initially 
established through an election and later members were replaced through 
a selection process. Both the ‘Election’ and ‘Selection’ boxes can be ticked 
in such cases with additional comments explaining the processes.

Guidelines Progress report one 
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16    Q4- Tick the appropriate box/es.

17    ‘Workers are effectively represented…’ means that all of the following 
is in place:

 ◆ Inputs put forward by workers are discussed during committee meetings 
and incorporated into decisions where possible.

 ◆ Worker representatives are released from regular duties for sufficient time 
to regularly consult and inform their colleagues.

 ◆ Worker representatives are elected by workers.

18    Under comments for Q4, you could also provide more details regard-
ing all of the points ticked above and any other improvements related 
to the committee, such as:

 ◆ Composition of the committees (number of members, gender balance).

 ◆ Regular meetings between top management and chairperson of the com-
mittee.

 ◆ Payment of members for time spent in committee meetings.

 ◆ Dissemination of meeting minutes.

 ◆ Sharing of information from the committee with workers.

 ◆ If there is no union in the factory, please do state this here to clarify why 
the corresponding box on union involvement was not ticked. If needed, 
you could also give a short description of industrial conflicts or strikes that 
occurred in the factory during the reporting period.

19    Q5 - If the factory does not have a bipartite committee, this should 
be explained here with adequate details. You could also state whether 
there are plans to establish a committee in the near future.

Here you could add comments about any other forms of social dialogue at the 
workplace, such as efforts to engage workers and management in activities 
outside of the bipartite committees.

Guidelines Progress report one 
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The Better Work service model emphasizes the importance of management 
systems, which are necessary to ensure sustainable improvements and are 
also a component of the Differentiation Criteria. The PR1 section on ‘Systems’ 
allows the factory to describe existing systems in place for Human Resources 
Management 20  and Occupational Health and Safety 21 . In both cases, tick 
the boxes that are applicable to the factory.

Tip: Refer to the assessment report findings regarding management systems 
to see which of the systems-related criteria were met by the factory at the 
time of the assessment.

For both 20  and 21 , under the comments section you could provide more 
details on the points ticked above such as:

 ◆ Indicate any progress since the assessment to comply with the systems 
criteria.

 ◆ If some of the criteria are yet to be fulfilled, you could also explain why this 
is the case.

 ◆ Any other points regarding systems that were not covered by the tick box 
options may also be added to the comments section.

Guidelines Progress report one 
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This section of the PR1 is linked to the Training Plan, which is further discussed 
in Page 17.

Please note that the Learning Plan should be developed and implemented in 
collaboration with the bipartite committee. Efforts to engage worker represen-
tatives can be further described under this section.

23    Tick the appropriate box/es. Under comments, you could describe key 
next steps regarding the Learning Plan for the remaining time in the 
cycle. You could add information regarding needed support and from 
which party this is needed.

In the Improvement Plan (See Page 13), there is an option to select the root 
causes for different non-compliance issues and to specify where training is 
needed.

24    Tick the relevant boxes and under the comments section, describe the 
types of training provided in each case and any other relevant details.

25    You could describe the upcoming training activities in this section by 
mentioning the planned topics and the target group/s.

26    In this section, you could add further details regarding any of the 
points mentioned above. You could also describe how existing internal 
learning processes in your company have been improved and key 
actions the factory intends to take following BW trainings and industry 
seminars.

Guidelines 
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27    Better Work seeks to improve the quality of its services and its 
reporting framework. Here you could provide specific feedback what 
was useful to the enterprise and areas where further support could be 
provided or improved.

Guidelines 
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The Improvement Plan (IP) is based on the non-compliance issues identified 
in the Better Work assessment report and also those that were identified be-
fore or after the assessment through the self-diagnosis process (See Guideline
8 ).

The Improvement Plan can be accessed at:

28   Advisory & Training > Improvement Plan, which will lead to the online im-
provement plan page 29 . You could create and/or edit any improvement 
activities under this section.

Once the first progress report has been submitted, the attached Improvement 
Plan in the Annex (PDF version) will only reflect improvement activities up 
until the date of submission. You should ensure that all improvement-related 
activities are up to date at the time of submitting the progress report.

Afterwards, the factory can continue to work on the online version of the 
improvement plan as this is a tool for the factory to continuously monitor the 
progress of non-compliance issues throughout the cycle.

You should collaborate with the assigned Better Work EA to make sure that all 
issues from the most recent BW assessment report have been imported into 
the Improvement Plan before you start working on the first progress report.

The factory is entirely responsible for sharing progress updates for each 
non-compliance issue through the online portal.

Guidelines 
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All non-compliance issues from the latest assessment report will be added to 
the portal by the assigned Better Work EA. Factories can also add non-compli-
ance issues to the Improvement Plan as described in the following steps:

30   Click on ‘+ New’, which will open a separate window 31  to add a new 
non-compliance issue.

Non-compliance issues can be added in two different ways:

32   By selecting Cycle: If the non-compliance is based only on the assessment 
report, the latest cycle number can be selected from the drop-down list. OR

33   By selecting Advisory Visit: If the non-compliance was found before or 
after the assessment (not included in the assessment report), you could 
select the cycle during which the issue was identified as well as the corre-
sponding Advisory Visit. Once the Better Work EA has conducted advisory 
visits at the factory, you have the option to select one of the visit dates 
through the drop-down list.

34   Cluster: This information is available in the assessment report. All factories 
are assessed based on nine general compliance clusters. You could refer 
to the assessment report to identify and select the corresponding cluster 
using the drop-down list.

35   Compliance Point: Please refer to the assessment report to identify and se-
lect the corresponding compliance point. A sample finding from an assess-
ment report is noted below, which indicates the relevant compliance point.

36   Lead Person and Additional Person: Insert the names of the factory em-
ployees assigned to oversee the remediation of the non-compliance point.

37   Status: Using the drop-down list, you could choose whether an issue is 
‘Pending’, ‘In Progress’ or ‘Delayed’. Issues can only be marked as complet-
ed by the Better Work EA once they have been verified.

38   Area of Improvement: Here you should note key information regarding the 
non-compliance point such as the exact issue, location (if applicable) and any 
other relevant details. It is not necessary to copy and paste the entire finding 
from the assessment report as shown in the corresponding sample 38 .

Guidelines 
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39    Root Cause: The drop-down list provides different options to describe 
the root cause of a finding, please select as appropriate. If for any 
reason, the root cause was not identified during the cycle, there is an 
option to select “N/A” as this field should not be left blank. Further 
details such as how the root cause was identified, could be included 
under Root Cause Description.

Tip: One of the options under ‘Root Cause’ include Buyer Practices. If this is 
relevant to a non-compliance issue, you can add detailed description of the 
specific buyer-related practices (e.g. sourcing practices, codes of conduct, 
relations with the factory, etc.) that may affect the factory’s ability to comply 
with the requirement under ‘Root Cause Description’.

40    Description of Actions Needed: The following information should be 
included for each issue:

 ◆ Clear and actionable tasks to resolve the issue.

 ◆ Specific management systems associated with the finding and practical 
steps for strengthening existing systems or establishing new ones.

 ◆ Employees designated to oversee the task/s. Factories are encouraged to 
include bipartite committee members.

41    Progress: Describe efforts taken in reference to each of the required 
tasks outlined under Description of Actions Needed. If there has 
been no progress for an issue, please add a statement indicating ‘No 
progress has been made’ and add an explanation as to why this is the 
case.

42    Target Date: Please input the date using the calendar menu to indi-
cate when the issue is expected to be resolved. In case, the issue was 
not resolved by the target date, the 38  Status will be automatically 
updated to ‘Delayed’.

43    Click ‘Save’ to add the non-compliance issue to the Improvement 
Plan.

Guidelines 
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IMPORTANT NOTES: 

• All findings from the latest assessment report must be included in the Improve-
ment Plan in the online portal.

• Points 36  to 42  should be filled in for all non-compliance issues. None of 
these sections should be left blank.

• Additional issues are those that were not identified in the Better Work assess-
ment but were raised by management, union/worker representatives or iden-
tified by the EA at a later point. The fact that a company has additional issues 
should not necessarily be interpreted as negative, as it is may be an indicator of 
effective social dialogue.



You can edit the online Improvement Plan any time throughout the Better 
Work cycle 44 .

Even after submitting the first progress report, factories are encouraged to con-
tinue using the online Improvement Plan to monitor their progress and record 
further efforts taken to remediate any issues.

45    To edit an existing finding, click on the downward arrow next to the 
non-compliance issue. This will provide a preview of the finding and 
also the option to 46  ‘Edit’.

Clicking on ‘Edit’ will lead to a separate window 47  where the information can 
be easily revised.

Guidelines 
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The Training Plan can be accessed through: 48  Advisory & Training > Training.

Factories cannot make any changes to this part of the report and can only view 
updates made by the Better Work EA.

49    This indicates the number of credits available to the factory to avail 
Better Work’s Training and Industry Seminar services. In case there are 
no available credits, your factory can still purchase additional training 
days at a normal rate.

50    Based on discussions with the EA during the advisory period, EAs may 
choose to recommend particular Better Work training sessions to the 
factory. The recommended sessions can be viewed by clicking on the 
option ‘View Recommended’, which will open a separate window with 
the recommended sessions. If you would like to participate in any of 
these recommended sessions, you can directly discuss this with the 
EA to schedule the training.

51    These four tabs: Available Courses, My Registered, Completed and 
Cancelled, provides up-to-date information on the factory’s training 
status.

Tip: The Continuous Learning section, Points 23  to 26 , of the progress report 
is linked with the training efforts undertaken by the factory. The factory 
should collaborate with the bipartite committee and the EA to identify their 
learning needs and record any planned/completed efforts to meet their 
learning goals by participating in the training sessions available.

Guidelines 
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The PICC Members’ list can be accessed through: 51  Advisory & Training > 
PICC Members. You should inform the EA about any changes in the composi-
tion of the PICC to ensure that the list is up to date in the final progress report.

The PICC Meetings information can be accessed through: 52  Advisory & 
Training > PICC Meetings. You could add information regarding meetings 
conducted with the PICC, with or without Better Work’s presence, through this 
section.

53    To add information regarding a meeting, click on ‘Add’. This will open a 
separate window to insert the necessary details.

54    Insert the date of the meeting using the calendar menu.

55
   ‘Add’ or ‘Remove’ members who attended the meeting on the se-

lected date. It is important that the PICC Members’ list is updated to 
ensure that all the active members are included in this section.

56    This section can include:

 ◆ Key issues discussed during the meeting and the follow up action plan.

 ◆ Activities conducted to engage the meeting participants in the improve-
ment process.

 ◆ Identify aspects of the meeting that could be improved.

 ◆ Add information regarding who chaired the meeting and whether the 
union, EA or external representatives were present during the meeting.

57    Click ‘Save’ to add the event.

Guidelines 
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The Advisory Visit Log is included in the first progress report. This information 
is added by the Better Work EA.

You could view the visit log at: 58  Advisory & Training > Advisory Visit Log.

59    The Advisory Visits page indicates the number of visits conducted 
during the Better Work cycle with a brief description of each of the vis-
its. If you have any questions or comments regarding the log entries, 
please do not hesitate to contact them directly.

Guidelines 
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If any publicly reported issues have been identified during the Better Work 
assessment, these issues will be highlighted to buyers who subscribe to your 
factory reports through the online portal. Starting from the second cycle, these 
issues will appear on the Better Work Transparency Portal https://portal.better-
work.org/transparency, which is accessible by the public (e.g. buyers, consum-
ers, NGOs, academics, etc.).

You can view the publicly reported issues for your factory at:

60    Assessments > Public Reporting issues

61
   Click on ‘View issues’ to see the publicly reported issues for a par-

ticular cycle. This will open a separate window 62  with a list of the 
corresponding findings. Click on the downward pointing arrow to see a 
detailed description of each issue.

63    You could choose to add your response by clicking on the ‘Respond’ 
tab. This will open a separate window with the following input options:

 ◆ 64  Factory Response: You could include information regarding the plan 
of action to remediate the issue, whether any efforts have been taken, 
pending activities and any other relevant information. This information 
can also be copied from the corresponding non-compliance issue under 
the Improvement Plan (e.g. Description of Actions Needed and Progress 
sections). 
You should ensure that the information added to the Improvement Plan 
correlate with your response under this section.

 ◆ 65  Select Files: You can upload relevant files here (e.g. evidence of actions 
taken) to support your response.

 ◆ 66  Click on ‘Submit’ to add your response.

Guidelines 
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